
Premise: Poetry is "music" compromised by "speech;"
"form" compromised by "content;" "contingency" compro-
mised by "necessity;" "eternity" compromised by "history."

Compromise under duress edges into resistance. Resistance,
understood as pure form, renders death itself beautiful. The
parable of Mandelstam's Stalin ode-the one that got him
killed.

Resistance under duress edges into compromise. Phillis
Wheatley's famous couplet

"Remember, Christians, Negros, black as Cain,
May be refin'd, and join the angelic train"

4 July 1998
Buffalo, NY

Mountains above Sacro Monte - light air - light curves of
red mountains scraped white wounds - deep - a song - far
~way - hi?h toward the horizon. The heat disperses little by
httle - fatigue - anachronistic foreground - telephone poles
crossing in front of the entrance to the caves -

Grenada - the forge -
el yunque - the anvil - peaceful noise - regularity of the

blows - hammer - sound of metal - the rhythm intense,
powerful - dark workshop - hanging on the walls - straps
- twi~ted iron bars - metal shapes - so many shapes - piles
of cham - ploughshares - horseshoes - the giant human
form unfurling and striking - movement of the light - the
smell-



St. Brieuc - 5 a.m. in the station
- one of my earliest memories - on the grass, under a tree

- filling my clogs with apples and grass - coldness of the
grass - sharp smell of overripe cider apples - dampness -
but a lot of light - sunlight of course -

- they come back making more than a little noise - pass in
front of my table - they're going to sit by the stove that dou-
bles as a heater - their faces red from the cold - dark clothes
- back pack or sailor's duffel-

cold - hardly any stove heat - everything freezing here -
light from elongated beveled glass sconces - behind the bar -
light flickers - greenish -

- by the door - on the track the end of a black railroad car
- all alone on the rails - white blot of fruit crates - by the
barred window -

they're talking loudly - hoarse - pathetic - about every-
thing - work - they're tired already - or - I am -

- waiting - is long - and alone -

No preoccupation with making something of my life - take
the moments as they come - filled by everything going on
around me - unclear -

to Renee-
"I'm working or at least trying but thinking at times it's not

worth it - so I go to sleep - wake up with a start - try to
~ake up lost time - all that leads to nothing - maybe because
It'S too hot - because the heaviness comes in through the win-
dows and doors, it's crushing, immobilizing, and above all
because I don't want anything - just right now a slowed-down
life, as slowed-down as possible, but it has to go on forever,
with no goal, no future -

I'm giving in to the heat, to sleep ..."

It's because of the music - Behind that sensation there's a
shapeless distance, a strange world - I can't grasp, it escapes
me each time at the end of the melody - the note - Want to
make the images coherent - express that -

"...short, unlikely moment - crazy interval - shock at becom-
ing conscious of this obstacle that preceded everything -
attached to the obstacle - not an obstacle - not even a break-
down - real fear - of the emptiness - nothingness -

fear stronger than anything - I'm putting in time - just
putting in time - like the rest of the world" I was afraid - along the wall - all of a sudden - afraid of

being closed in - not free to walk - unable to breathe the air
-strange-

I hear banging in the distance - in the silence of the country-
side - calm - and little noises -



the vast sand curve, to the biting wind pearling her skin. She is
walking toward the water. In its retreat, it leaves her tidepools
of shells. She rolls in them, gets up lustrous with mica and
pearL."

Why write that this room is yellowish-grey - that I'm dozing
through all this nonexistence - that only at moments the noise
of wind in the flue...?

Alone-
Write? make sentences? still...

Death - my death - certain -but factitious attempt at rep-
resentation - but fruitless - Where I get to: at most a really
brutal sensation of my body - Sensation that comes back more
and more often these days - Idea of death - very healthy if
one can still speak of "health" at that point.

Algeria1 - as if this is really the beginning for me-
Sai'd

lAt this time D.C. became a part of a network supporting the F.L.N.
(National Liberation Front).

Tonight I'm starting over - after these parenthetical
months - for them - go real slow - like the first time going
out after being locked up for ages-

tonight calm at last - window open - a little wind -
gentle - feeling my bathrobe - music below - I just picked
up K's journal- always the way to get back to work when it's
not happening - Kafka or Beckett - to start up again -

nothing is finished - the problem hasn't been resolved
- but I'm at the end of my rope - still struggling with it-
because it would be easier to keep going with them than pick
up my life where it left off -

these months speak years - many new things - to be
completely current with present events - living the news as it
happens - with no time lag - now it's difficult to become
nothing but a spectator again -

what counted was the immediate - objective justifica-
tion was impossible - for what I was doing - theoretical ques-
tions useless - when I make theory for others - I end up not
believing it - immediate action justified immediately in its
entirety - uncomfortable position but real-

for months no writing - impossible to reconcile the

walk paying attention - I've lost sensation - closeness
of the outside world around me - I'm not connecting with
things any more - could be irreparable loss - trying now to
recover sensations - objects for instance - the table's smooth-
ness - its color - my hand on the paper -

it's raining - that helps me - I feel better - more dif-
ferentiated from things - from the outside -

blur already -

continuing - I'm alone in the gallery space - no
options - walls - I touch the walls - I press myself against
them - I'll lean from one to the other - I stayed in the corner



opposite for ten minutes - now I'm in the middle of the room
on a chair - writing on my lap - the empty space all around
-spinning-

what to do - yell - call out - for someone to come -
wait - slow death -

explosion inside my head - words - invent words -
fast - absence - non-sense of words -

I can't-

waiting - days - time passes filled with little things
- cling to the slightest incident - the most expected event -
the most foreseeable with hope for some hidden thing con-
cealed inside the opacity of stillness - I can't because I know
what the end of waiting is - the possibility of radical change
- definitive - there are lots of examples of such possibilities
but they crumble before any obstacle - the real presence of
people - of objects - the world - the margin between the
image of suicide and reality's uncertainty is too great-

story limited in time - will end on a specific date -
with departure of a train - wonderful impression of clean -
retreat - irreparable - it's there in a presence already dis-
solved - almost weightless - if he knew -

stay in the nothing
this story - not even writing - not even speaking -
blow up - choking on it - smothering - blocked -
nothing to do - days
someone says something and suddenly - like a scream

-in knots-
how to
revisiting very old impressions -
do I see?
change of day into next day
disabled - stay in the imaginary
imagine acts to the point of realization - not to get

torment - screams - for a long time - for days -
content to live a muted life not to get hooked - be utterly
smooth offering nothing to hang onto -

for protection

today - same place - time's weight - despair-
maybe faked - to replace - impossibility of working - bore-
dom - cold - waiting without object -

the stories I'm writing-
the story arrives complete - sometimes while I'm

walking, mostly - I write it afterwards - always the whole
story at once - in its totality -

caught up in problems of form - obviously -
telling the slowness - beyond appearance - impres-



sion of interior time, what to do, for solitude - isolation ren-
dered by the crowd maybe - or what - another isolated char-
acter -

only body comes back
rain - storm -
energy comes back-
walking

start over at the beginning - start - no - go back a
little earlier - how did it happen this distancing of things -
myself from them little by little - indifference - until I find
1'm settled in -

dead - like a finger that's fallen asleep - same sensa-
tion - no more feeling - don't see any more - don't feel any-
thing any more - at the empty center - nothing to see -
empty life - definitive rupture - anger hate revolt - only
flashes - no duration -

no more anxiety - mush - at the moment - pathetic

pretending to write - to resolve little problems - of
form - that's all bullshit - not even any real pleasure writing
- more like gasping -

tangled in knots -
still a need to work in my spot- nothing else - not

even any real idea about publishing - at bottom - little soli-
tary act of writing - nothing more - never any chance to do
any other kind of work -

cold-
the Algeria story is all over - foresee the downfall

already - too many personal problems - among them -
finally return to solitude - lived now as before -

without becoming caught up in anything -
immediate sensation of the world empty all around -
bonding with someone
habit of being alone
it's night - crashing - get lost in something anything

-can't bear this right now-
yell-
quick do anything - go out -

lassitude
something broken - inside

Chelsea 106
morning 6-7 o'clock
down Broadway
visions



Sandolino2

daybreak
not bad here
beginning to have a little less pain - for the moment

N.Y.
hours preparing moment of speaking - the body's

presence -
in the imagined - projecting speech
impossible tonight
always the anti-vision wall
not being perceived - one
not seeing - perceive bodily - sexually

decoding of the situation - reading the tension between
myself and others -
impossibility of getting to the point of speaking
-absence-
look-
speaking constantly cut by tension -
desire - flooding desire - and ebb -
passes in voices gestures looks

all these bodies never for a minute stopping talking
speaking - how the body talks - its depth -

the that - the unconscious -
the discourse beneath speech -
sense

among people who have to think about the cops -
marginal-
people and money - tension
about survival - project body into time -

future

time cut up - light - day - night -
which - asking people in the street -
strange
nothing to do -
attention to people -
at moment wrecked -
my head - battleground - after battle
cut off from reading - books -
for a long time -
reading body
emotion
way of life - crazy
space - time - liberated -
outside the waiting -
last weeks
good here - in this room -
20 years of writing
gravity
gravitate - around one's self

my head
to space



return to "Crete state"
chelsea 607
window on street roofs buildings - a skyscraper
opposite
heavy heat Holbein
Erasmus - on the wall - writes his praise of folly -
doesn't look hot

hum of life all around
palpitation

I open
and I closes

Van Gogh's last paintings -- toward light
Rothko's last paintings -- toward darkness animal

animal - tortured
fear death-

wanted to repeat trip along the coast of Palenque
Bonanpak - Topazlan (running away)

here -like Echaude-
Pavese - reassuring" anche donnette l'hanno

fatto"3 -
a tiny point in the body calling mother

physical distress - everywhere visible - from one end of the
world to the other -

my body in process of living its last moments
body pulsing
preparation pacification

finally only4 music in the screams -
enough

3"Anche donnette l'hanno fatto" - "Even women have done it" - sui-
cide, that is. This sentence is from one of Pavese's last journal entries.
4Beckett, Cascando.



Danielle CoIlobert killed herself on July 23, 1978in a
hotel room on the rue Dauphine in Paris. Among her personal
belongings, a black file containing a large green school note-
book, a little scratch pad bought in Peru, loose sheets and also a
spiral bound notebook bought in New York: all of it, arranged
chronologically, constitutes this journal that a brief good-bye
note entrusted to the exclusive care of a friend. The text we
publish here was established with no editorial cuts and respects
insofar as is possible the writing and spacing in the manuscript.
We publish it because it is the journal of a writer who notes, in
July of 1978, "twenty years of writing" as one would announce
a verdict, now and forever settled. Those twenty years of
friendship linking me to her do not leave me in the best condi-
tion to speak about this. I would rather have restricted myself
to the simple revision, ridiculous and trivial, of punctuation and
spelling. But at least some context needs to be provided. I met
her in a cafe on the boulevard Saint-Germain in March or April
1958, at which time she was not yet eighteen. We immediately
spoke of the essentials: writing, death. These two things - or
is it one single thing - seemed to occupy her exclusively and
with such rigor that one felt from the outset she would proceed
in this single and unique direction, that no one could divert her
or deceive her as to its end. At most, out of love for her, one
could hope, idiotically of course, that sooner or later she would
lose track, that her resolve would weaken. At that time, she
had just left her studies, was writing very short poems, strange-
ly haiku-like. Of course she was reading a great deal, but
beyond everything she had discovered her own utter naked-
ness: that owned by nights of relentless attention to the other,
or reflected in mirrors of all-night cafes where you can look, lis-
ten or simply wait, attending the blank page, from which the
lassitude of daybreak will rescue you, overwhelm you. When
she spoke of her Breton childhood, of her family, it sounded
both clear and distant: news from another planet or a dead star
but communicating the smells and sounds from a real land

Soiree Action Poetique, in a Paris gallery, 1960's: Jean-Claude Montel,
Franck Venaille, Danielle Collobert. (Une <<Action Poetique» de 1950 a
aujourd'hui, Pascal Boulanger, Paris: Flammarion, 1998.)

scape (the one in the texts of Meurtre6). This setting constructed
of unnamed spots was profoundly placed, located. Her parents
belonged to the Communist Party, one of her aunts was in the
Resistance and had been deported. And we were in the middle
of police surveillance of Algerians and other dark-skinned peo-
ple. There was no mistaking whose side you would take. At
first, she worked at some little jobs, research, baby-sitting, then
later found a position in a gallery that exhibited painting, in the
rue Hautefeuille, where, surrounded by white walls and geo-
metric works (the style featured there) she began slowly to
compose the texts that would become Meurtre. One change of
scene: her stay in Tunisia during the spring of 1960. In April of
the following year, she published a collection of first poems,
titled Chant de guerres. This chapbook published at her expense
by P.J. Oswald consists of twenty short poems, and is, to my
knowledge, quite unavailable, since Danielle had, a few years
later, retrieved the whole run, more or less, and destroyed it,
just like that. For several months she had belonged to a group
supporting the F.L.N. From time to time, she disappeared in

60ne of the untitled texts from Meurtre, translated by N.C., appears in
Serie d'ecriture 4 (Providence, RI, 1990).



order to carry out missions she never spoke to me about. What
I do know is that for over a year, absorbed in her clandestine
daily life, she stopped writing but came out of this period
apparently unchanged, as though nothing real could reach her
apart from writing. The Algerian experience wound up of
necessity with a sort of enforced stay in Italy (between May and
August 1962 she was in Rome, then in Venice) that would per-
mit her to reconnect with her writing and complete the compo-
sition of Meurtre. First she offered the manuscript to Minuit,
who refused it. Then, represented enthusiastically by Raymond
Queneau at Gallimard, Meurtre was finally accepted and came
out in April 1964. Meanwhile she had joined the staff of
Revolution Africaine, an Algerian magazine begun after the war
but which would disappear, I believe, soon after Ben Bella. The
years between '64 and '67 are somewhat fuzzy in my memory.
I have the impression that our lives were static, as if in suspen-
sion: the Algerian war was over, her first book was out. You're
published, you write, and then what? That her writing could
receive praise - her book had received some very positive
response - was, according to her, only the result of some mis-
understanding. When she presented her second manuscript,
Parler seul (which became Dire 1)to Gallimard, it was rejected.
The following year, she composed a new text, Film, originally
conceived as a screenplay, whose stripped-down narrative, no
doubt an outcome of writing the visual, represents a major step
in her formal evolution. It was also then that her desire to trav-
el asserted itself, little by little becoming a kind of aggravated
impulse to wander, an almost perpetual motion in which con-
tradictory motives fused: the need to escape, the attraction of
distant, "exotic" countries as bearers of nameless signs guaran-
teeing silence, solitude; and simultaneously a sort of proof by
geographic exhaustion that she would not be content anywhere,
that places were but names, and that, wherever she went, she
would "not [be] going towards anything." This, however, did
not stop her from being, at times, very present in the world: in
May '68 she joined the Writers' Union, and a few months later
she turned up in Czechoslovakia as Soviet tanks rolled across
the country. Finally in 1970 she could undertake her first major
voyage: Indonesia, Bali, Borneo, etc. During this period she
wrote Dire II, took notes for other projects, collaborated on a
radio play, Bataille (broadcast in Germany in 1971), and partici-

pated in translating an Italian novel. Meanwhile she had met
Jean-Pierre Faye7, who would spare no effort seeing her work
into print. Dire I-II appeared in 1972 from Collection Change
(Seghers-Laffont). The following year she rewrote Film into a
radio play, Polyphonie, broadcast by France Culture. And she
traveled. Between '74 and '75 she visited, in turn, Italy, South
America, Mexico, the United States, Greece. She also worked
on a new book and collaborated on another radio play, Discours
(broadcast in Germany in 1976). And then she traveled. Again
to the United States, to Crete, Formentera, Italy, Egypt. II doncB

appeared in October 1976 from Change. Her trips abroad pro-
liferated, continuous: Egypt again, Africa, New York, and
Crete. When she returned from the island I caught up with her
again in Paris, at the end of March or beginning of April 1978.
She had just completed a short text, Survie9, wanted to see it
published as quickly as possible and wanted it translated into
Italian and English. A strange and uncharacteristic sense of
urgency. I translated it into Italian. Survie came out at the end
of April, a chapbook in an edition of 60 copies, from Orange
Export Ltd10. One night she came to say good-bye to me, she
was leaving the next day for New York. I left Paris at the end
of the month. By mid-July she was back in Paris. She chose to
die on her birthday: she had been born in Rostrenen (CCtes-du-
Nord) 24 July 194011.

7Director of "Collection Change" series, published by Seghers/Laffont.
Bit Then, N.C.'s translation, was published by 0 Books, Oakland, CA,
1989.
9"Survival," N.C.'s translation, appears in Tyuonyi (Santa Fe, NM,
1991).
lOOrange Export Ltd., an important independant small press, active
from 1969 to 1986, edited by writer Emmanuel Hocquard and painter
Raquel.
11Note that Ucdo Esposito-Torrigiani begins this Postface with the
words "DanielIe Coliobert killed herself on July 23, 1978 ..." and con-
cludes by stating "She chose to die on her birthday," July 24.

[translator's note: footnotes 1-5 are editor Uccio Esposito-Torrigiani's;
footnotes 6-11 are my own additions.]


